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while the magazine was once quite tame, has dealt with the religious and political issues, and even
became a hub for celebrities, it has also reported on some pretty outlandish stories. chief among
those has been the scandal surrounding the playmate of the year, who has become somewhat of a
media sensation. just about every tabloid has been quick to exploit the girl and the scandal
surrounding her. while it was largely based on photos from the shoot, there were a few more photos
that were taken afterwards. the tabloids got creative and used those images as well. and while the
playmate of the year, kendra wilkinson, has been married to nfl quarterback, kurt warner and has
their daughter, the tabloids tried to get in touch with her to expose her and her family as playing with
their lives. though many people know about it, it didn't really affect the magazine and the magazine
is enjoying its greatest success in years. playboy has a lot of stories to tell, and every time a new
magazine comes out, the ruckus will begin. the magazine is also enjoying a resurgence in the
spotlight which should continue as it is based on the founder's vision of lust, wealth and more. the
view on sexuality has been evolving over the past 50 years. while the playboy clubes had built up a
reputation for having thousands of playmates taking off their clothes to become the centerfold girl of
the month, it was far from the only source of erotic art. harold baumgardt was one of the more
memorable playboy models. he was the first and, until the late 1990s, only jewish playmate. i have a
slight interest in the playboy business, so i'm pleased with that. back then there was also a little-
known column called female central which featured the female nudes of some of the playmate of the
month models. it was a mystery column. the edition of april 1953 had a photo of the model who was
featured in female central beside the full page nude photo that was on the printed magazine.
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hefner was laid low by pancreatic cancer, but the magazine is still going strong. when the magazine
first went on sale, the main reason for its popularity was that its primary target audience was married
men. but the idea of bachelor parties and sex parties (or "bunnies", as they're called in the industry)
evolved over time into mainstream entertainment. hugh hefner (1926–2017) made a lot of friends

and enemies during the half a century he dominated the adult entertainment world. the magazine's
most famous name and face led his creation of the magazine, but it was also the a-list of its

entertainment groupies. along with pamela anderson, centerfold models like cindy crawford, christie
brinkley, kimberly conrad and cindy adams played key roles in the spread of the playboy brand all
across the globe. the most visible members of the playboy family are the models who have a main

role in the magazine and who make most of the money off it. playboy models earn anywhere
between a few hundred dollars a month to several thousand dollars a day, although the vast majority
of them make only $300 per photo shoot. each model also has to be a major star with a recognizable
face, body and past career. the most highly paid models make a significant amount of money to the
point where they sometimes feel like their own boss. but even after they have become successful,
the playboy family still extends their support to each other. when playboy and pamela anderson

divorced in 2003, each party received huge sums to help them start new lives. thats not to say youre
not buying a copy of the march issue just in case its at the back of the drawer. its not. what the

stores and newsstands will do is sell the current issue as march 1955 when a new-stands issue with a
fresh cover date will hit the newsstands. crikey, thats lucky. 5ec8ef588b
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